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Abstract—Visualizing “Courses – Pre – Required - Architecture” on the screen has proven to be useful and helpful for university actors and specially for students. In fact, these students can easily identify courses and their pre required, perceive the courses to follow in the future, and then can choose rapidly the appropriate course to register in. Given a set of courses and their pre-required, we present an algorithm for visualization a graph entitled “Courses-Pre-Required-Graph” that present courses and their pre-required in order to help students to recognize, alone, what courses to take in the future and perceive the contain of all courses that they will study. Our algorithm using “Force Directed Placement” technique visualizes the “Courses-Pre-Required-Graph” in such way that courses are easily identifiable. The time complexity of our drawing algorithm is $O(n^2)$, where $n$ is the number of courses in the “Courses-Pre-Required-Graph”.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the visualisation of course pre required architecture for students. It helps them along their registration for choosing courses to study. Our algorithm proposes an automatic visualization in graphic forms of the totality of the courses and their pre-required. The challenge of our algorithm is to produce a clear visualization of the graph with minimum crossing for an important number of courses. The problem of drawing “Course-Prerequired-Architecture” is classified to the subject of graph drawing in general and to the problem of visualization courses pre-required in particular for students. Many information visualization systems require graphs to be drawn so those are easy to read and understand for the students. The visualization of complex conceptual structures is a key component of supports tools for many applications in science and engineering stated in [6]-[10]. Examples include software engineering (data flow diagrams [8]), databases (entity-relationships diagrams [7]), information systems (pert diagrams [9]). Further applications can be found in other science and engineering disciplines, such as medical science (concept lattices), biology (evolutionary trees), chemistry (molecular drawings), civil engineering (floorplan maps), and cartography (map schematics), Survivable telecommunication networks (multi-ring architecture drawings) [3]-[4].

In this paper we consider an application related to visualize a special graph that represents courses and their pre-required for students in order to recognize their future courses and their pre-required. The design and analysis of course pre-required architecture is a very important problem [1]. For that matter, computer tools to aid the design and analysis of “Course-Pre-Required-Architecture” are in great demand. A central problem of such tools is how to draw a courses and their pre-required on the computer screen so that important aspects of the “Course-Pre-Required-Architecture” can be easily captured and an improved solution can be obtained by a student interactively.

This algorithm allows drawing automatically on the screen courses and their pre-required as a graph. The visualization of the graph allows students to know the details of these courses as well as the complete path of courses. The algorithm generates a clear pattern with minimal crossing to a large number of courses. In fact we have define the graph "Courses-Pre-Required-Graph" that represent courses and their pre-required. The nodes of "Courses-Pre-Required-Graph" represent the set of courses and the edges represent the pre-required relation between two courses. Our algorithm produces a clear visualization of the graph with a minimum crossing between edges and nodes. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II, we discuss the criteria for visualization a "Courses-Pre-Required-Graph", Section III is devoted to the description of the “Courses-Pre-Required-Visualization” algorithm. Section IV is devoted to the description of empirical results of our algorithm. In section V we summarize the results and discuss some open problems.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Similar to graph drawing, many criteria should be considered in order to enhance the readability. Usually, a general optimization method is used, i.e., minimize the crossings, the area, the number of slopes (in orthogonal drawings), and the number of crossings (in polyline drawings) [2]-[5]. We define "Courses-Pre-Required-Graph" $G=(V,E)$ with a set of nodes $V$ (representing the courses) and a set of links $E$ (representing the pre-required links between courses). The “Resolution” is a constant defined by the user which is considered to be the minimal distance between any two nodes.
in the drawing of the graph G. The resolution rule is that the nodes must be kept far enough from each other, so that, the human eye can tell them apart. The resolution rule prevents the drawing algorithm from arbitrary scaling down the picture.

### III. ALGORITHM

Our algorithm entitled "Courses-Pre-Required-Visualization" uses "Force Directed Placement" Technique based on a mechanical system where the nodes of the "Courses-Pre-Required-Graph" transformed on charged particles and the edges to springs[11]-[12]. The particles practice each other repulsive forces and the springs apply two kinds of forces attractive or repulsive forces in order to bring them to their ideal positions. The algorithm stopped visualization of graph until to reach a minimum energy state where the sum of all forces in each node equals to zero; this corresponds to the equilibrium position.

For nodes connected by edges which replaced by springs exert attractive or repulsive forces according to their current length over the initial length of the spring. For nodes that are not connected by edge exert only repulsive force:

1. \( F_s \): attractive or repulsive forces exerted by the springs between neighbors nodes which represent the courses.
2. \( F_r \): repulsive forces between every pair of non-neighboring nodes.

The formula to calculate these forces are as follow:

\[
F_s = C_1 \cdot \log\left(\frac{d}{C_2}\right) \quad (1)
\]

\[
F_r = \frac{\text{resolution}}{d^2} \quad (2)
\]

where we denote by \( d \) the distance between a pair of courses, \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are constants, and the resolution present the minimum distance between any two nodes in the drawing of the "Courses-Pre-Required-Graph".

The formula of the calculation of the force \( F \) for each nodes of \( V \) is presented as follow:

\[
F = \sum F_s + \sum F_a \quad (3)
\]

We present our "Courses-Pre-Required-Visualization" algorithm that visualizes the "Courses-Pre-Required-Graph" clearly.

Algorithm "Courses-Pre-Required-Visualization"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input : Graphe G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output : Visualization of the graphe G on the screen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Begin

(i) Place the nodes of G on the screen in random way

(ii) For \( i=1 \) To \( M \) Do

- Calculate _Sum_Forces (V,F)
  // Calculate the sum of forces of each nodes \( v \) of \( V \).

- Move each \( v \) in \( V \) by \( C4 \) * \( F \)

End For

End

Remark: In our case we have fixed \( M \) to one hundred because we treat graphs about three hundred nodes maximum. This constant \( M \) can be modified according to the number of nodes of "Courses-Pre-Required-Graph".

The calculation of the sum of the forces \( F \) for each nodes of \( Vis \) presented in this procedure:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure Calculate_Sum_Forces (V,F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For ( i=1 ) To ( n ) Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F = 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For ( j=1 ) To ( n ) Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if ( i \neq j ) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if (the node ( i ) is connected to node ( j )) then</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Example of Courses Pre-Required Graph

Fig. 2 The "Courses-Pre-Required-Graph" represented by a mechanical system using Force Directed Placement Technique
Calculate the force $F_{ij}$ of the spring

$$ F = F + F_{ij} $$

else

Calculate the repulsive Force $F_{r,ij}$

$$ F = F + F_{r,ij} $$

End if

End if

End for

The time complexity of our algorithm “Courses-Pre-Required-Visualization” is $O(n^2)$ where $n$ is the number of nodes in the “courses pre-required graph”.

IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

In this section we present the empirical results of our algorithm “Courses-Pre-Required-Visualization”.

First example of visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required-graph” with ten nodes.

(a) A first random visualization of the “pre-required graph” (presence of crossing)

(b) A final Visualization of the “Pre-Required graph” using our Courses-Pre-Required Visualization (absence of crossing)

Second Example of visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required-Visualization” with eleven nodes.

(c) A first random visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required graph” (presence of crossing)
(d) A final Visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required graph” using our Courses-Pre-Required Visualization (absence of crossing)

Third Example of visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required-Visualization” with fifteen nodes.

(e) A first random visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required graph” (presence of crossing)

(f) A final Visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required graph” using our Courses-Pre-Required Visualization (absence of crossing)

Fourth Example of visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required-Visualization” with twelve nodes.

(g) A first random visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required graph” (presence of crossing)

(h) A final Visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required graph” using our Courses-Pre-Required Visualization (absence of crossing)

Fifth Example of visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required-Visualization” with ten nodes.
A first random visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required graph” (presence of crossing).

A final Visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required graph” using our Courses-Pre-Required Visualization (absence of crossing).

(i) A first random visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required graph” (presence of crossing).

(j) A final Visualization of the “Courses-Pre-Required graph” using our Courses-Pre-Required Visualization (absence of crossing).

Fig. 3 Snapshot of the system screen. Visualization of a “Courses-Pre-Required-Graph”

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an algorithm for visualization courses and their pre-required for students. In fact our contribution in this subject is to define a new concept of the “courses pre-required graph” and to present a new algorithm of visualization of this special graph. Our visualization is clear with a minimum crossing of edges and comprehensible by students. Our algorithm is based on “Force-Directed Placement” technique. The complexity of our algorithm is $O(n^2)$ where $n$ is the number of nodes in the “courses pre-required graph”. Our proposed visualization algorithm produces drawings that are clear and easy to understand by students. Besides our theoretical research, we have done an experimental work which consists of implementing the previously designed algorithm. For future research in this subject, we propose the following open problems:

- Visualize the path of all courses and their pre-required in all discipline,
- Define the graph that presents courses and their pre-required for all the disciplines.
- Adopt and implement the appropriate visualization algorithm.
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